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2 ANNOTATION GUIDELINES

1 Definitions
1.1 Claim
A claim is an instance of strategic action in the public and consists of an expression of a political opinion by any form of
physical or verbal action (verbal expression, explanation, descision, demonstration, court decision, etc.), independently
of the role of the actor (governments, social movements, NGOs, individuals, anonymous actors, etc.).

1.2 Definition Frame
Sometimes claims are justified by a so-called frame: in our project, a frame is defined as any justification given for a
claim. Therefore, a frame cannot stand alone but is always to be annotated with a claim.

1.3 General Examples
Claim: Horst Seehofer demands an upper limit.

Frame: Horst Seehofer demands an upper limit, in order to reduce the numbers of refugees.

no claim (vague): Horst Seehofer could imagine an upper limit for refugees under certain conditions.

no claim (assessment): Human rights are important.

2 Annotation guidelines
A claim consists of 4 attributes:

• actor

• claim-category

• polarity (valence)

• date (default is the day before)

Unit of annotation is always the entire sentence.

Example 1: Angela Merkel argued last sunday against an upper limit.

A sentence can contain multiple claims and actors.

Example 2: Merkel reaffirmed her rejection of the upper limit demanded by Seehofer and pleaded instead for a
solution based on solidarity within the EU.

Also possible are combination of claim-categories to capture more complex demands:

Example 3: In a repatriation decree, Boris Pistorius has stipulated, among other things, that young people who are
one year away from completing their training will not be deported.

Albeit, individual claim-categories are to be preferred. The same applies to the priority of specific over general
claim-categories.

Special categories are 900 [irrelevant] and 999 [flag for re-evaluation].
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3 Claims

Table 1: Claim Categories

100 Controlling Migration 200 Residency 300 Integration 400 Domestic security

101 controlledmigration 201Emergency accommodation/first admission 301 integration offers 401 violence againstmigrants
102 ceiling/upper limit 202 refugee accommodation 302 language courses 402 refugee protection
104 isolation/immigration stop 203 centralised accommodation 303 forced integration 403 civil protection
105 border controls 204 creation of living space 304mutual integration 404 refugee crime
106 border defence 205 forced occupancy 305 integration contracts 405 counterterrorismmeasures
107 fence 206 private accommodation 306Diversity through immigration 406 banmile
108 immigration law 207 deportations 307 family reunion 407 human trafficking
109Fight against people-smugglers 209 residence obligation 308 integration centers 408 deprivation of liberty
110 asylum law 210 subsidiary protection 309Care (medical, financial, ...)
111 sea rescue 211 right of abode 310Cost sharing for refugees
112 differentiation by group 212 contributions in kind 312 cultural awareness
113 visa liberalisation 213 church asylum 313 foreign fincancing of schools/curches
114 (Canadian) points system 214 naturalization 314 access to educational services
115 resettlement program 215 transit areas 315 access to social benefits
190Currentmigration policy 216 dual citizenship

217municipal voting rights
218 voluntary return

199General 299General 399General 499General

500 F oreign P olicy 600 Economy + Labour Market 700 Society 800 P rocedures

501EU solution (quotas for refugees) 601Labourmarket integration 701Populism+actionism 801Rule of law
502 international solution 602 combating shortage of skilled labour 702 human rights 802 federal responsibility
503 combating causes of flight 603 easier/faster access 703 xenophobia 803 equitable load distribution
504 safe country of origin 604 "guestworkers" 704 society overstrained 804 staff increase
505Asylumprocedure in countries of origin 605Minimumwage for refugees 705 refugeeswelcome 805 additional financing
507Cooperationwith transit countries 606Refugees as cheap labourers 706Recognition of fundamental rights 806 case-by-case assessment
508military intervention 607 refugee activation 707 Separation ofmigration/refugee term 807Reducing bureaucracy
509Dublin regulation 608Recording educational attainment 708 societalmobilization 808Process optimization (cooperation)

609Taxes 709 right-wing radicalism 809 enforceability of laws
610 cost-benefit analysis 710 left-wing radicalism 810 planning reliability
611migrant quota 711 Islam 811 criminal prosecution of xenophobia

712 public debate 812Fast / accelerated procedure
713Christian values 813Transparent procedures
714 "Leitkultur" 814Protection ofminors
715 open society 815Protection ofwomen
716 headscarf ban 816 taking concerns seriously
717 Islamism 817 priority check
790 scientific findings 818 protection from right-wing violence

819 privatize prosecution of xenophobia
599General 699General 799General 899General
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4 COMMENTARY

4 Commentary

4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims

4.1.1 Claim 101 controlled migration

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for controlled immigration. This includes, for example, the
systematic recording of personal data upon entry or other measures for management and
control. Conversely, demands against controlled immigration are a plea for open borders. The
claim concerns regulations that affect immigration but are not necessarily aimed at limiting
or reducing the number of refugees.

Example:
positive: Thereby she intends to manage immigration according to labour needs, language
skills and training.

Keywords:
[zuwanderung] [legal] [einwanderung] [illegal] [migrat]

Frequency:
Rank 13 of 104

Coocurrence:
501 603

4.1.2 Claim 102 ceiling/upper limit

Explanation:
This claim refers both to limiting the number of refugees by means of a fixed maximum number
and to unspecified demands for a reduction in the number of refugees.

Example:
There will be no way around a limit and thus an upper limit for immigration.

Keywords:
[obergrenz] [zuwanderung] [begrenzung] [seehof] [gabriel]

Frequency:
Rank 8 of 104

Coocurrence:
207
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

4.1.3 Claim 104 isolation/immigration stop

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands that deal with (European) isolation from the refugee problem.
These include, for example, unspecified demands for isolation or a immigration stop.

Example:
Europe cannot [reading: must not] seal itself off.

Keywords:
[grenz] [aufnahm] [grenzen] [abschottung] [erklärt]

Frequency:
Rank 9 of 104

Coocurrence:
190 507

4.1.4 Claim 105 border controls

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for police checks at the borders (both the internal and external
borders of Europe).

Example:
AfD leader Frauke Petry also railed against the "asylum chaos", demanding further border
controls and the relocation of asylum procedures to the refugees’ countries of origin.

Keywords:
[grenzkontrollen] [kontrollen] [grenzen] [grenz] [österreich]

Frequency:
Rank 9 of 104

Coocurrence:
501 505 507

4.1.5 Claim 106 border defence

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the active defence of the German borders with military or
police force. This includes, for example, demands for the use of firearms against refugees, but
also demands for the use of military units. This claim is also annotated when it comes to the
use of the military.

Example:
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

The defence of the German border by force of arms as a last resort is a matter of course.

Keywords:
[frontex] [eu-grenzschutzagentur] [türkei] [grenz] [türkisch]

Frequency:
Rank 35 of 104

Coocurrence:
109 190 201 501 502 507

4.1.6 Claim 107 fence

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the construction of border installations against refugees
(compare Hungarian border fence).

Example:
The news in Europe that Hungary wants to install a four-metre-high wire fence on the 176
kilometre long border with Serbia has triggered horror and approval.

Keywords:
[grenz] [ungarn] [zaun] [errichten] [serbien]

Frequency:
Rank 28 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.7 Claim 108 immigration law

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a new immigration law.

Example:
For refugees to whom the right of asylum does not apply, such as those from the Western
Balkans, an immigration law is needed.

Keywords:
[einwanderungsgesetz] [gesetz] [tauber] [fordern] [afd]

Frequency:
Rank 17 of 104

Coocurrence:
214 302
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

4.1.8 Claim 109 Fight against people-smugglers

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for combating smuggling activities (human smuggling, flight aid).
The difference to human trafficking lies in the given consent of the smuggled person.

Example:
The EU wants a UN mandate to attack the smuggling gangs in Libya with military force.

Keywords:
[schlepper] [libyen] [kampf] [schleuser] [montag]

Frequency:
Rank 25 of 104

Coocurrence:
106 502 508 805

4.1.9 Claim 110 asylum law

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the extension or introduction of a right of asylum.

Example:
At AfD rallies in Erfurt, Björn Höcke had recently made harsh anti-asylum folkish statements.

Keywords:
[asylrecht] [verschärfung] [grundrecht] [rassismus] [pro]

Frequency:
Rank 13 of 104

Coocurrence:
190 801

4.1.10 Claim 111 sea rescue

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the rescue of refugees in distress at sea.

Example:
The human rights organisation is calling on the EU to set up a joint sea rescue operation on
the Mediterranean see off the Libyan coast and to create significantly more admission places
for refugees.

Keywords:
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

[seenotrettung] [schiff] [europäisch] [mittelm] [seenotrettungsprogramm]

Frequency:
Rank 52 of 104

Coocurrence:
501

4.1.11 Claim 112 differentiation by group

Explanation:
These include demands for differentiated treatment of groups of people, such as migrants from
the Balkans

Example:
Government rejects humanitarian admission procedure for Iraqi homosexuals and transsexuals.

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.12 Claim 113 visa liberalisation

Explanation:
Visa liberalisation is aimed at relaxing the visa requirements. This requirement is therefore
more specific than Claim 101.

Example:
Turkey is pressing for visa requirements for entry to Germany to be at least eased. It would
be best if Turks could finally travel to Schengen without visas.

Keywords:
[fordern] [dabei] [verhindern] [vereinbart] [gegensatz]

Frequency:
Rank 88 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

4.1.13 Claim 114 (Canadian) points system

Explanation:
A points system to regulate immigration applies ready-made (economic) criteria to determine
who may enter. Criteria include qualifications, language skills and work experience. The
claim category is more specific than Claim 101 and is shorter than the requirement for a
comprehensive immigration law (Claim 108).

Example:
Economics minister Brüderle calls for a points system to attract highly qualified people to the
country.

Keywords:
[punktesystem] [einführen] [rot-grün] [wollt] [nein]

Frequency:
Rank 104 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.14 Claim 115 resettlement program

Explanation:
Resettlement aims at the long-term reception of vulnerable refugees from a first country of
reception. It serves as a complement to regular asylum procedures and is therefore to be
understood as additional reception capacity.

Example:
A fixed resettlement programme is needed, with binding annual admission quotas.

Keywords:
[juden] [stein] [begrüßt] [pläne] [zentralrat]

Frequency:
Rank 100 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.15 Claim 190 Current migration policy

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a general rethinking or a "continue like this" in migration
policy.
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

Example:
We call for the end of an asylum policy by acclamation.

Keywords:
[flüchtlingspolitik] [angela] [kanzlerin] [kritik] [bundeskanzlerin]

Frequency:
Rank 12 of 104

Coocurrence:
104 106 110 705

4.1.16 Claim 199 General

Explanation:
The ’General’ sub-category includes claims that are too general for specific sub-claims.

Example:

Keywords:
[norwegen] [schweiz] [plätze] [leben] [eu-staaten]

Frequency:
Rank 64 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.17 Claim 201 Emergency accommodation/first admission

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for further accommodation. This includes short-term accommo-
dation immediately after entry and not to medium- or long-term solutions.

Example:
According to the law, they must first be accommodated in an initial reception facility.
Burkhardt calls this a "disaster of integration policy".

Keywords:
[laut] [erstaufnahmeeinrichtung] [plätze] [künftig] [türkei]

Frequency:
Rank 54 of 104

Coocurrence:
106 203 504 507
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

4.1.18 Claim 202 refugee accommodation

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for additional accommodation for refugees. This refers to tem-
porary and medium-term housing.

Example:
"We will not yield and carry out the accommodation in the village." said district administrator
Ulrich after the fire.

Keywords:
[flüchtlingsunterkunft] [flüchtlingsheim] [geplant] [unterbringung] [end]

Frequency:
Rank 19 of 104

Coocurrence:
705

4.1.19 Claim 203 centralised accommodation

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for centralised accommodation of refugees. This includes both
"transit centres" and "permanent refugee accommodation". The geography of the required
facility (e.g. facilities close to the border) does not play a role here.

Example:
These urgent procedures shall be carried out in special reception facilities.

Keywords:
[erstaufnahmeeinrichtungen] [sech] [asylbewerb] [sicheren] [drei]

Frequency:
Rank 11 of 104

Coocurrence:
201 207 408 504 505 507 812 814 815

4.1.20 Claim 204 creation of living space

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for measures to provide additional housing for refugees. This
usually refers to social housing and not to private accommodation (206).

Example:
"We need social housing," said Bernhard.
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

Keywords:
[wohnungsbau] [wohnungen] [brauchen] [sozialen] [ministerium]

Frequency:
Rank 42 of 104

Coocurrence:
805

4.1.21 Claim 205 forced occupancy

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for (private) housing for refugees to be occupied as required by
law (see also 206).

Example:
The "Linkspartei" (Left Party) calls for vacant housing for fugitives to be ensured.

Keywords:
[immobilien] [leerstehend] [künftig] [unterbringung] [bücking]

Frequency:
Rank 66 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.22 Claim 206 private accommodation

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for private accommodation of refugees are made. This initially
only includes voluntary offers of accommodation (as opposed to forced occupancy Claim 205).

Example:
The Hamburg CDU wants to provide more private living space for refugees.

Keywords:
[unterbringung] [unterbringen] [privat] [privatwohnungen] [fdp]

Frequency:
Rank 71 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

4.1.23 Claim 207 deportations

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the deportation of refugees. This claim often occurs together
with a request for an expedited procedure, but is also suitable for requests for a general increase
in deportations.

Example:
In addition, rejected asylum seekers should be able to be deported even if they are not life-
threateningly ill.

Keywords:
[abschiebungen] [abschiebung] [asylbewerb] [schnell] [abschieben]

Frequency:
Rank 2 of 104

Coocurrence:
102 203 209 405 504 703 801 812

4.1.24 Claim 209 residence obligation

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a requirement for refugees’ residency to be restricted to a
certain area.

Example:
They will have to live there for up to six months - that is the maximum length of their asylum
procedure in the future.

Keywords:
[residenzpflicht] [lebenden] [asylbewerb] [abschaffung] [stehen]

Frequency:
Rank 42 of 104

Coocurrence:
207 212 703

4.1.25 Claim 210 subsidiary protection

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for an extension or containment of subsidiary protection are
made (Def. protection going beyond the Geneva Convention). Usually used negatively.

Example:
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

"He [de Maiziere] had already instructed the Federal Office for Migration to treat Syrian
refugees only as "people granted subsidiary protection". (Doc ID: 141511)

Keywords:
[schutz] [maizièr] [angewiesen] [wolfgang] [bosbach]

Frequency:
Rank 76 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.26 Claim 211 right of abode

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for measures to change, establish (positively) or abolish (nega-
tively) the right of residency for refugees.

Example:
Actually, the government had already agreed at the beginning of November on a further
package of laws tightening the asylum law, including the introduction of expedited proceedings
and special accommodation for refugees without prospects of staying.

Keywords:
[bleiberecht] [lebenden] [stehen] [ausbildung] [aufenthaltsstatus]

Frequency:
Rank 21 of 104

Coocurrence:
309 601 814

4.1.27 Claim 212 contributions in kind

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for care for refugees in contribution in kind rather than in the
form of financial assistance.

Example:
In future, cash benefits for asylum seekers will only be paid one month in advance, and refugees
will receive only contributions in kind at first reception facilities.

Keywords:
[sachleistungen] [taschengeld] [asylbewerb] [statt] [erhalten]

Frequency:
Rank 24 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

209 504

4.1.28 Claim 213 church asylum

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the extension or use of church asylum.

Example:
negative: The Federal Office wants to make church asylum so difficult that the congregations
lose the desire for solidarity.

Keywords:
[kirchenasyl] [kirchen] [norbert] [maizièr] [praxi]

Frequency:
Rank 66 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.29 Claim 214 naturalization

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for (faster) naturalisation of migrants.

Example:
She calls for previous migration regulations to be combined in one law, for the language
promotion of immigrants to be improved and for migrants to be naturalised more quickly.

Keywords:
[gesetz] [dauerhaft] [beck] [schneller] [sprachförderung]

Frequency:
Rank 81 of 104

Coocurrence:
108 302

4.1.30 Claim 215 transit areas

Explanation:
This claim expresses the introduction of transit zones. For more general claims on centralised
accommodation see Claim 203.

Example:
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

Seehofer again pressed for the establishment of so-called transit zones at the German border.

Keywords:
[transitzonen] [grenz] [maa] [heiko] [einführung]

Frequency:
Rank 31 of 104

Coocurrence:
299 504 505 812

4.1.31 Claim 216 dual citizenship

Explanation:
Dual citizenship allows possession of both German and another nationality.

Example:
We also want to facilitate the acquisition of dual citizenship.

Keywords:
[betroffenen] [untersagt] [geplant] [sieht] [entscheiden]

Frequency:
Rank 96 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.32 Claim 217 municipal voting rights

Explanation:
This demand aims at the political participation of foreigners at municipal level in the form of
voting rights.

Example:
The SPD, on the other hand, is still in favour of municipal voting rights for foreigners in 2010.

Keywords:
[erklärt] [integr] [bosbach] [unterstützen] [findet]

Frequency:
Rank 103 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

4.1.33 Claim 218 voluntary return

Explanation:
The claim category encourages the voluntary return of asylum seekers to their home coun-
tries, for example through start-up aid programmes or counselling. The claim is thus to be
understood as an volantary option for deportation (Claim 207).

Example:
The aim is to provide information for refugees, create protection and resettlement opportunities
for people in need and support voluntary return.

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.34 Claim 299 General

Explanation:
The ’General’ sub-category includes claims that are too general for specific sub-claims.

Example:

Keywords:
[vorschlag] [grenznahen] [yasmin] [fahimi] [untergebracht]

Frequency:
Rank 60 of 104

Coocurrence:
215 399 504

4.1.35 Claim 301 integration offers

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for an extension or design of optional ingration offers for refugees.
This includes measures such as voluntary language or integration courses. For compulsory
measures, combine with (Claim 303).

Example:
We will offer more German and integration courses for refugees, even in their first admission.
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4.1 Explanations and Examples - Claims 4 COMMENTARY

Keywords:
[integrationskurs] [bleibeperspekt] [schnell] [integr] [spd-chef]

Frequency:
Rank 23 of 104

Coocurrence:
302 601 603 805

4.1.36 Claim 302 language courses

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for language courses for refugees. For other integration courses
(Claim 301). If mandatory courses are addressed, combine with (Claim 303).

Example:
She also demands more, as early as possible language support.

Keywords:
[sprachkurs] [integr] [arbeitsmarkt] [sprachförderung] [schneller]

Frequency:
Rank 22 of 104

Coocurrence:
108 214 301 303 502 601 603

4.1.37 Claim 303 forced integration

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for mandatory integration courses for refugees. For compulsory
language courses, combine with Claim 302.

Example:
The CDU insists on an integration obligation for migrants.

Keywords:
[gesetz] [integr] [forderung] [folgen] [erlernen]

Frequency:
Rank 51 of 104

Coocurrence:
302
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4.1.38 Claim 304 mutual integration

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands expressed for a (cultural) willingness to integrate on the part of
both immigrants and Germans.

Example:
Muslim believers must simply become nationals, if they are not already, and become involved
in German society - just as society must approach them.

Keywords:
[gesellschaft] [integr] [leben] [unserem] [lassen]

Frequency:
Rank 81 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.39 Claim 305 integration contracts

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for legally binding agreements which, on the one hand, lay down
the rights of immigrants and, on the other hand, the obligations attached to them.

Example:
We are thinking about having migrants sign a treaty in which they commit themselves to
recognise the German legal and value system.

Keywords:
[lassen] [denken] [darüber] [verpflichten] [rechts-]

Frequency:
Rank 100 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.40 Claim 306 Diversity through immigration

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for diversification by refugees.

Example:
Tsianos calls for a "transnational labour market" and "diversity oriented democratic migration
policy".
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Keywords:
[nein] [migrationspolitik] [arbeitsmarkt] [steht] [demokratisch]

Frequency:
Rank 79 of 104

Coocurrence:
502 699

4.1.41 Claim 307 family reunion

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the admission of close family members of refugees.

Example:
negative: Refugees who only received subsidiary protection must expect restrictions on family
reunification.

Keywords:
[familiennachzug] [begrenzen] [wolfgang] [ausgesetzt] [montag]

Frequency:
Rank 36 of 104

Coocurrence:
802

4.1.42 Claim 308 integration centers

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for locally bound integration offers for refugees.

Example:
The CDU proposes integration centres in which language and values are communicated.

Keywords:
[schlägt] [vermittelt] [denen] [wert] [nein]

Frequency:
Rank 104 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1.43 Claim 309 Care (medical, financial, ...)

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for general care for refugees. This includes both medical and
financial care, as well as care with material resources.

Example:
The SPD wants to integrate two more EU directives, which want to provide better medical
care for children, pregnant women and the sick among the refugees.

Keywords:
[asylbewerb] [gesundheitsversorgung] [lebenden] [medizinisch] [wohlfahrtsverband]

Frequency:
Rank 3 of 104

Coocurrence:
211 314 603 699 702 705 711

4.1.44 Claim 310 Cost sharing for refugees

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for (financial) participation of refugees in the costs of their
integration.

Example:
In the future, refugees should contribute to the costs of integration courses.

Keywords:
[beteiligen] [neuen] [asylbewerb] [künftig] [möchte]

Frequency:
Rank 91 of 104

Coocurrence:
607

4.1.45 Claim 312 cultural awareness

Explanation:
The requirement for cultural awareness includes measures tailored to the specific needs of
refugees and asylum seekers.

Example:
Ethnic and religious characteristics must be taken into account, especially in the area of care.
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Keywords:
[gerad] [umgang] [gesellschaftlichen] [erst] [helfen]

Frequency:
Rank 88 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.46 Claim 313 foreign fincancing of schools/curches

Explanation:
This demand advocates or denies foreign funding for schools or religious institutions.

Example:
Turkish schools are counterproductive for integration in Germany, she said, together with a
whole choir of CDU/CSU and other associations.

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.47 Claim 314 access to educational services

Explanation:
This demand includes measures to promote access to educational institutions. This includes,
for example, extending mandatory schooling to the children of refugees.

Example:
It also aims to improve the opportunities for migrant children who leave school without any
qualifications to obtain further qualifications.

Keywords:
[bildung] [kinder] [medizinisch] [besser] [länder]

Frequency:
Rank 76 of 104

Coocurrence:
309 699
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4.1.48 Claim 315 access to social benefits

Explanation:
The purpose of this requirement is to facilitate or enable asylum seekers and refugees to have
access to social benefits.

Example:
The Left and the Greens, who welcome the innovation in principle, criticised the fact that
refugees still do not receive all the benefits of the statutory health insurance funds

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.49 Claim 399 General

Explanation:
The ’General’ sub-category includes claims that are too general for specific sub-claims.

Example:

Keywords:
[integr] [besser] [parallelgesellschaften] [einwanderung] [schnell]

Frequency:
Rank 25 of 104

Coocurrence:
299 601

4.1.50 Claim 401 violence against migrants

Explanation:
This claim refers to all forms of violence (physical and psychological) against refugees or refugee
shelters and their sentencing.

Example:
Refugees should at least have the possibility to move freely in the respective village - without
the fear of being insulted, spat at or assaulted at the next corner.
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Keywords:
[gewalt] [bundesjustizminist] [heiko] [maa] [klar]

Frequency:
Rank 41 of 104

Coocurrence:
703 709

4.1.51 Claim 402 refugee protection

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands aimed at measures to protect refugees. For example, police
protection for refugee shelters.

Example:
For this reason, she also advocated making it compulsory for full-time staff and volunteers in
asylum accommodation to have a certificate of good conduct.

Keywords:
[schutz] [flüchtlingsunterkünften] [gewalt] [gibt] [kinder]

Frequency:
Rank 39 of 104

Coocurrence:
702 811 814 815

4.1.52 Claim 403 civil protection

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands to protect the population. For example, increased police presence
at Christmas markets.

Example:
CDU politicians demand stricter security measures.

Keywords:
[wurden] [schutz] [zwei] [angegriffen] [besseren]

Frequency:
Rank 88 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1.53 Claim 404 refugee crime

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the containment of refugee crime. To be used positively if
refugee crime is a problem to be contained and negatively if, for example, there is no special
need for action.

Example:
On Monday in Dresden Siegfried Däbritz of the "Orga-Team" rushes over the "Krimilanten",
warns against "Eurabia" and explains: "Freedom is not defended at the Hindu Kush, but here
on the streets and squares.

Keywords:
[erklärt] [montag] [verteidigt] [warnt] [freiheit]

Frequency:
Rank 84 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.54 Claim 405 counterterrorism measures

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the introduction or extension of anti-terrorist measures.

Example:
From Washington to Paris, Berlin to Moscow and Beijing, the assessment is growing that
the "Islamic state" is the greatest threat, that its successful fight requires joint political and
military action, and that it is a prerequisite for a solution of the Syrian conflict.

Keywords:
[schili] [islamisten] [ausweisung] [zehn] [wurd]

Frequency:
Rank 47 of 104

Coocurrence:
207 408

4.1.55 Claim 406 ban mile

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for measures that restrict freedom of assembly in front of and
around certain institutions (e.g. refugee homes).

Example:
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The head of the police union, Rainer Wendt, has called for a "ban mile around refugee shelters".

Keywords:
[heidenau] [bundesverfassungsgericht] [gefordert] [chef] [gewerkschaft]

Frequency:
Rank 66 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.56 Claim 407 human trafficking

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for measures against trafficking in human beings. The difference
between human trafficking and human smuggling (109) lies in the fact that the victims are
smuggled against their will.

Example:
To prevent traffickers from taking advantage of this, EU countries would have to act simulta-
neously against traffickers.

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.57 Claim 408 deprivation of liberty

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for measures involving deprivation of liberty. This includes claims
for closed homes as well as claims for imprisonment.

Example:
Balz thinks it’s best to put them in jail right away.

Keywords:
[lehnt] [inhaftiert] [allerd] [gefängni] [sofort]

Frequency:
Rank 49 of 104

Coocurrence:
203 405
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4.1.58 Claim 499 General

Explanation:
The ’General’ sub-category includes claims that are too general for specific sub-claims.

Example:

Keywords:
[unseren] [bekämpfung] [betont] [staat] [maizièr]

Frequency:
Rank 96 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.59 Claim 501 EU solution (quotas for refugees)

Explanation:
The claim refers to demands for a European solution to the refugee crisis. For example,
demands could be the introduction of a refugee quota or the proportionate distribution of
refugees among the member states.

Example:
The current problems with the refugees must nevertheless be solved at European and interna-
tional level, she said.

Keywords:
[juncker] [verteilung] [aufnahm] [quoten] [slowakei]

Frequency:
Rank 1 of 104

Coocurrence:
101 105 106 111 507 801 803

4.1.60 Claim 502 international solution

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a transnational confrontation with the refugee problem. This
includes both bilateral and multilateral agreements as well as coordinated action strategies as
long as these are not located at European level (see Claim 501).

Example:
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The current problems with the refugees must nevertheless be solved at European and interna-
tional level, she said.

Keywords:
[international] [arbeitsmarkt] [lösung] [lösen] [türkei]

Frequency:
Rank 42 of 104

Coocurrence:
106 109 302 306 503 601 603 699 805 808

4.1.61 Claim 503 combating causes of flight

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands which deal with the solution of the refugee crisis outside Germany.
These include, for example, an end to the Syrian conflict.

Example:
Combating the causes of flight, improving integration and finding European solutions.

Keywords:
[fluchtursachen] [bekämpfen] [politisch] [konflikt] [wirtschaftlich]

Frequency:
Rank 32 of 104

Coocurrence:
502

4.1.62 Claim 504 safe country of origin

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the extension of the legal status of one or more countries of
origin of refugees as "safe".

Example:
In addition, the legislator must declare more Balkan countries safe third countries "to which
we can then deport more quickly".

Keywords:
[sicher] [herkunftsstaaten] [sicheren] [kosovo] [albanien]

Frequency:
Rank 4 of 104

Coocurrence:
201 203 207 212 215 299 812
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4.1.63 Claim 505 Asylum procedure in countries of origin

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the transfer of asylum procedures to the respective states of
departure.

Example:
AfD leader Frauke Petry also railed against the "asylum chaos", demanding further border
controls and the relocation of asylum procedures to the refugees’ countries of origin.

Keywords:
[afrika] [maizièr] [einzurichten] [bundesinnenminist] [vorschlag]

Frequency:
Rank 57 of 104

Coocurrence:
105 203 215

4.1.64 Claim 507 Cooperation with transit countries

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for cooperation with transit countries, for example on the "Balkan
route". This includes bilateral arrangements such as the EU-Turkey Agreement 2016.

Example:
In particular, the proposal that the Greek coastguard should patrol the Aegean Sea together
with the Turkish coastguard is not met with much approval in Athens.

Keywords:
[türkei] [zusammenarbeit] [angela] [aktionsplan] [kanzlerin]

Frequency:
Rank 18 of 104

Coocurrence:
104 105 106 201 203 501 805

4.1.65 Claim 508 military intervention

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for military action.

Example:
The EU wants a UN mandate to attack the smuggling gangs in Libya with military force.
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Keywords:
[libyen] [frankreich] [großbritannien] [sofort] [syrien]

Frequency:
Rank 55 of 104

Coocurrence:
109

4.1.66 Claim 509 Dublin regulation

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands to uphold the Dublin Regulations.

Example:
In the European political part of her speech Angela Merkel insists on the observance of the
Schengen and Dublin rules.

Keywords:
[dublin-regeln] [dublin-system] [eu-staaten] [syrisch] [syrer]

Frequency:
Rank 42 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.67 Claim 599 General

Explanation:
The ’General’ sub-category includes claims that are too general for specific sub-claims.

Example:

Keywords:
[afrika] [familiennachzug] [begrenzen] [österreich] [einrichten]

Frequency:
Rank 86 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.68 Claim 601 Labour market integration
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Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for (targeted) offers to integrate refugees into the labour market.
This includes, for example, the recruitment of refugees by headhunters. The focus here is on
an integration of employers and legislation, for a more active role of refugees (see 607).

Example:
In the future, two employees of the Federal Employment Agency (Bundesanstalt für Arbeit)
will therefore offer early counselling in each first admission camp.

Keywords:
[arbeitsmarkt] [integr] [ausbildung] [zwei] [integrieren]

Frequency:
Rank 38 of 104

Coocurrence:
211 301 302 399 502 603

4.1.69 Claim 602 combating shortage of skilled labour

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands to combat the shortage of skilled labour with the help of refugees.

Example:
Céline Teney from the University of Bremen called for a regulation of the problem of skilled
workers at the European level when presenting the study.

Keywords:
[fordern] [arbeitskräft] [qualifiziert] [bemühungen] [zuwander]

Frequency:
Rank 62 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.70 Claim 603 easier/faster access

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a facilitated/accelerated procedure for the integration of
refugees into the labour market.

Example:
As of next year, citizens from six countries in the Western Balkans should be able to find a
job in Germany more easily.

Keywords:
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[arbeitsmarkt] [dürfen] [asylbewerbern] [schnell] [integr]

Frequency:
Rank 50 of 104

Coocurrence:
101 301 302 309 502 601

4.1.71 Claim 604 "guest workers"

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the temporary integration of refugees into the labour market
without a long-term perspective.

Example:
Therefore, the EU should consider circular labour migration: temporary contracts with people
from the Western Balkans, for example.

Keywords:
[arbeiten] [begrenzt] [könnten] [einreisen] [ziel]

Frequency:
Rank 91 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.72 Claim 605 Minimum wage for refugees

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a minimum wage for refugees.

Example:
A condition for waiving such proof, however, must be that collective bargaining conditions or
a minimum wage apply in order to prevent dirty competition to the detriment of all employees.

Keywords:
[mindestlohn] [forderungen] [fordern] [nahl] [arbeitsministerin]

Frequency:
Rank 60 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1.73 Claim 606 Refugees as cheap labourers

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the integration of refugees into the low-wage sector of the
labour market.

Example:
Andreas Nahles announces one-euro jobs for refugees.

Keywords:
[völlig] [instrument] [arbeitskräft] [falsch] [billig]

Frequency:
Rank 86 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.74 Claim 607 refugee activation

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a general activation of refugees for the labor market. The
focus here is not on the low pay of the refugees, but on the general creation of incentives or
constraints to activate refugees for the labour market and on the motivation of the refugees
rather than the employers and legislation.

Example:
"There must be platforms where the refugees can get involved."

Keywords:
[neuen] [asylbewerb] [möchte] [landrat] [steinbach]

Frequency:
Rank 91 of 104

Coocurrence:
310

4.1.75 Claim 608 Recording educational attainment

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the recording of refugees’ qualifications when they enter the
country.

Example:
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According to Klaus Möhle, SPD spokesman for social affairs, the occupations of refugees should
already be recorded when they are first admitted.

Keywords:
[anerkennung] [sozial] [geht] [sieht] [meint]

Frequency:
Rank 91 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.76 Claim 609 Taxes

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for additional taxation to finance refugees.

Example:
He refuses to adjust the taxes.

Keywords:
[erhöhen] [steuern] [reichen] [johanna] [verabschiedet]

Frequency:
Rank 96 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.77 Claim 610 cost-benefit analysis

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for consideration of costs and benefits.

Example:
"We are opposed to an immigration policy that sorts people into useful and useless migrants."
said the deputy Sevim Dagdelen.

Keywords:
[juden] [brauchen] [arbeit] [stein] [begrüßt]

Frequency:
Rank 83 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1.78 Claim 611 migrant quota

Explanation:
The migrant quota provides for a fixed proportion of persons with a migrant background in
certain professional groups, for example the police.

Example:
At the same time, she opposed the proposal of the German Philologists’ Association to dis-
tribute pupils with a migration background equally among schools.

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.79 Claim 699 General

Explanation:
The ’General’ sub-category includes claims that are too general for specific sub-claims.

Example:

Keywords:
[agenda] [flüchtlingsstrom] [nehmen] [2010] [arbeit]

Frequency:
Rank 79 of 104

Coocurrence:
306 309 314 502

4.1.80 Claim 701 Populism + actionism

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for an omission of populist or actionist measures.

Example:
They oppose xenophobic campaigns, praise Romanians and Bulgarians as well-trained workers
or condemn resentment-led protests à la Pegida.

Keywords:
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[dialog] [rechtspopulisten] [lehnt] [afd-kundgebungen] [montag]

Frequency:
Rank 47 of 104

Coocurrence:
703 708 712

4.1.81 Claim 702 human rights

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for humanitarian assistance for refugees. This also includes
demands relating to human rights.

Example:
For him it was "no question at all that we have to face this [humanitarian] obligation."

Keywords:
[menschenrecht] [staat] [illegalen] [helfen] [migrat]

Frequency:
Rank 32 of 104

Coocurrence:
309 402 708

4.1.82 Claim 703 xenophobia

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for an omission of xenophobic acts or activities.

Example:
Mr. Schummer, you demand that xenophobic demonstrations in front of refugee homes must
not be allowed (negative).

Keywords:
[rassismus] [dresden] [bündnis] [pegida] [fremdenfeindlichkeit]

Frequency:
Rank 6 of 104

Coocurrence:
207 209 401 701 708 709 712

4.1.83 Claim 704 society overstrained
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Explanation:
This claim refers to demands not to overstretch the society or the tax authorities.

Example:
But you must also understand that we have limited possibilities and must not overexert our-
selves.

Keywords:
[dürfen] [bundeskanzlerin] [folgen] [kommunen] [betont]

Frequency:
Rank 100 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.84 Claim 705 refugees welcome

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a welcoming culture (’Willkommenskultur’) and receptiveness
in society and for social commitment.

Example:
It is "natural that we help them and take in people who seek refuge with us."

Keywords:
[willkommen] [heißen] [willkommenskultur] [hilf] [helfen]

Frequency:
Rank 13 of 104

Coocurrence:
190 202 309

4.1.85 Claim 706 Recognition of fundamental rights

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for recognition of the liberal democratic basic order of Germany
and its fundamental rights enshrined in the Basic Law.

Example:
They should recognize the "catalogue of basic values" (Grundwertekatalog) and, among other
things, profess Israel’s right to exist.

Keywords:
[bekennen] [gesetz] [halten] [anerkennen] [staat]

Frequency:
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Rank 70 of 104
Coocurrence:

4.1.86 Claim 707 Separation of migration/refugee term

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for differentiation between migrants and refugees are expressed
as two different concepts.

Example:
Negative: And Reinhard Marx, chairman of the Catholic Bishops’ Conference, criticized the
strict separation between war refugees and economic refugees.

Keywords:
[wirtschafts-] [kriegsflüchtling] [verteidigt] [gerda] [hasselfeldt]

Frequency:
Rank 55 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.87 Claim 708 societal mobilization

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for social mobilization.

Example:
The time has come "to exploit the potential for this great challenge for society as a whole",
Prien says.

Keywords:
[afd-kundgebungen] [riefen] [anschlag] [große] [götz]

Frequency:
Rank 52 of 104

Coocurrence:
701 702 703

4.1.88 Claim 709 right-wing radicalism

Explanation:
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This claim is to be used when an expansion/containment of right-wing radical thought is
required. This claim represents an aggravation of the Claim 703.

Example:
"There are no NPD functionaries and sympathizer or feigned concern desired!" writes the
organizer Susanna Nierth, the wife of the ex-mayor.

Keywords:
[rassismus] [gewalt] [partei] [personen] [entgegenzutreten]

Frequency:
Rank 13 of 104

Coocurrence:
401 703

4.1.89 Claim 710 left-wing radicalism

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for expansion/containment of left-wing radical thought.

Example:
The CDU firmly opposes all forms of extremism, regardless of whether they are right-wing or
left-wing extremists or violent Islamists.

Keywords:
[ähnlich] [volker] [christian] [grüner] [sprachen]

Frequency:
Rank 84 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.90 Claim 711 Islam

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for an open approach to Islam.

Example:
Negative: National Councillor Walter Wobmann was the first SVP politician to appreciate the
founding of Pegida in Switzerland.

Keywords:
[islam] [wurd] [duisburg] [afd] [pari]

Frequency:
Rank 29 of 104
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Coocurrence:
309

4.1.91 Claim 712 public debate

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the extension of public discourse.

Example:
Immigration, asylum, Islam: "These discussions belong in the public debate" she says.

Keywords:
[dialog] [pegida] [montag] [reden] [link]

Frequency:
Rank 20 of 104

Coocurrence:
701 703

4.1.92 Claim 713 Christian values

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the defence of "Christian values".

Example:
"For the preservation of our Christian Occident."

Keywords:
[christlich] [orbán] [bleibt] [göring-eckardt] [sorgen]

Frequency:
Rank 91 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.93 Claim 714 "Leitkultur"

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for a guiding culture. Guiding culture can be understood as a
counter image to multiculturalism (cf. Zeit und Merz).

Example:
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1. She will not allow parallel societies, she added. 2 The association Pegida Switzerland pleads
according to a position paper for "the preservation and the protection of our Christian-Jewish
influenced Occidental culture".

Keywords:
[bekennen] [einwanderung] [pegida] [unseren] [grundgesetz]

Frequency:
Rank 73 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.94 Claim 715 open society

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for an open and tolerant society.

Example:
Against the background of the attacks in Paris, we must defend the values of an open society.

Keywords:
[gesellschaft] [öffnung] [dresden] [offen] [brauchen]

Frequency:
Rank 39 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.95 Claim 716 headscarf ban

Explanation:
This demand advocates a ban on wearing the headscarf as a religious symbol, for example in
public institutions or teaching professions. This also includes demands against full veiling.

Example:
Aygül Özkan, a hopeful and first female minister candidate with a migration background in
Lower Saxony, spoke out in favour of a ban on the cross and headscarf in state schools during an
interview in the magazine Focus and immediately came under the crossfire of public criticism.

Keywords:
[spricht] [schulen] [nein] [solang] [geschehen]

Frequency:
Rank 104 of 104

Coocurrence:
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4.1.96 Claim 717 Islamism

Explanation:
This claim is to be used if an expansion/containment of Islamist ideas is demanded.

Example:
The CDU firmly opposes all forms of extremism, regardless of whether they are right-wing or
left-wing extremists or violent Islamists.

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.97 Claim 790 scientific findings

Explanation:
These meta-requirements advocate the promotion of scientific research on migration.

Example:

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.98 Claim 799 General

Explanation:
The ’General’ sub-category includes claims that are too general for specific sub-claims.

Example:

Keywords:
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[fdp] [geht] [deren] [kamen] [anerkennung]

Frequency:
Rank 58 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.99 Claim 801 Rule of law

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for compliance with constitutional principles.

Example:
Cem Özdemir received much applause at the Green party conference at the end of November
for the sentence that no holy book is above the constitution.

Keywords:
[asylverfahren] [forderten] [grundgesetz] [maßgeblich] [geltend]

Frequency:
Rank 42 of 104

Coocurrence:
110 207 501 812

4.1.100 Claim 802 federal responsibility

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands that the federal government/federation assumes responsibility in
accordance with its competence.

Example:
The federal government must clarify the issue of family reunification.

Keywords:
[bund] [darf] [verantwortung] [hilf] [übernehmen]

Frequency:
Rank 59 of 104

Coocurrence:
307 805

4.1.101 Claim 803 equitable load distribution
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Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for relief of the municipalities. This primarily refers to measures
for personnel, organizational or legal support by the federal or state governments.

Example:
They called on the federal and state governments to provide financial support and a nationwide
distribution key for fugitives.

Keywords:
[bund] [kommunen] [länder] [ländern] [kosten]

Frequency:
Rank 25 of 104

Coocurrence:
501 805

4.1.102 Claim 804 staff increase

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for additional personnel to process asylum applications, for
employment services, or for social work.

Example:
It does not need any additional bureaucracy, but finally simpler procedures and more person-
nel".

Keywords:
[person] [zusätzlich] [maizièr] [bamf] [bundesamt]

Frequency:
Rank 30 of 104

Coocurrence:
805

4.1.103 Claim 805 additional financing

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for additional financial support are made. This financial assis-
tance may come from the Federal Government, the federal states or the EU.

Example:
That’s why we’re demanding more money from the federal and state governments.

Keywords:
[bund] [geld] [euro] [länder] [kommunen]
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Frequency:
Rank 5 of 104

Coocurrence:
109 204 301 502 507 802 803 804 807

4.1.104 Claim 806 case-by-case assessment

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands to return or introduce (more time-consuming) case-by-case ex-
aminations.

Example:
She demands from the Ministry of the Interior "transparent, binding criteria for a humanitarian
case-by-case assessment".

Keywords:
[einzelfallprüfung] [prüfen] [einzelfal] [richtig] [humanitär]

Frequency:
Rank 71 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.105 Claim 807 Reducing bureaucracy

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for less bureaucratic procedures.

Example:
Sigrid Grönert (CDU) said that bureaucratic hurdles had to be removed and that the con-
struction of new housing was progressing too slowly.

Keywords:
[bürokratisch] [bürokrati] [schnell] [wenig] [könne]

Frequency:
Rank 64 of 104

Coocurrence:
805

4.1.106 Claim 808 Process optimization (cooperation)
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Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for the procedure to run more smoothly. This includes, in
particular, demands for cooperation between authorities and their exchange.

Example:
Home Secretary Thomas de Maizière (CDU) also reacted in a reserved manner: Bavaria’s
unilateral approach was not a solution to the refugee problem, he saw the threatened complaint
calmly.

Keywords:
[migrat] [bundesamt] [zusammenarbeit] [bamf] [lösung]

Frequency:
Rank 32 of 104

Coocurrence:
502

4.1.107 Claim 809 enforceability of laws

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for measures to increase the enforceability of laws.

Example:
Last year she shocked the Republic with the slogan "Whoever cheats, has to go".

Keywords:
[kontrollen] [länder] [brauchen] [neuen] [bundesamt]

Frequency:
Rank 96 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.108 Claim 810 planning reliability

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for planning reliability.

Example:
1. We simply need more planning reliability. 2. That is why we simply need reliable figures
as a basis for planning.

Keywords:
[länder] [forderung] [bund] [asylbewerbern] [unterstützen]

Frequency:
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Rank 76 of 104
Coocurrence:

4.1.109 Claim 811 criminal prosecution of xenophobia

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for more intensive prosecution of crimes against refugees.

Example:
They would have to be pursued with the full force of the police and the Office for the Protection
of the Constitution.

Keywords:
[polizei] [vorgehen] [härte] [gewalt] [verfassungsschutz]

Frequency:
Rank 62 of 104

Coocurrence:
402

4.1.110 Claim 812 Fast / accelerated procedure

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for an accelerated procedure . This includes "fast-track proceed-
ings", in which individual case examination is waived, but also other accelerating measures.

Example:
The federal government is planning a new law to speed up asylum procedures.

Keywords:
[asylverfahren] [schneller] [schnell] [beschleunigt] [verfahren]

Frequency:
Rank 7 of 104

Coocurrence:
203 207 215 504 801

4.1.111 Claim 813 Transparent procedures

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for disclosure.
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Example:
She calls on the Ministry of the Interior to "establish transparent, binding criteria for the
assessment of individual humanitarian cases".

Keywords:
[kriterien] [flüchtlingsunterkünften] [innenministerium] [darf] [verbindlich]

Frequency:
Rank 73 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.112 Claim 814 Protection of minors

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for measures to protect minor refugees.

Example:
In addition, in cooperation with the child protection organization Unicef, employees are to be
trained to recognize sexual assaults against women and children more quickly.

Keywords:
[flüchtlingsunterkünften] [jugendlich] [bleiberecht] [kinder] [kindern]

Frequency:
Rank 66 of 104

Coocurrence:
203 211 402 815

4.1.113 Claim 815 Protection of women

Explanation:
This claim refers to demands for measures to protect women.

Example:
In addition, in cooperation with the child protection organization Unicef, employees are to be
trained to recognize sexual assaults against women and children more quickly.

Keywords:
[frauen] [kindern] [schützen] [personengruppen] [mitarbeit]

Frequency:
Rank 73 of 104

Coocurrence:
203 402 814
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4.1.114 Claim 816 taking concerns seriously

Explanation:
This demand calls for the concerns of the population to be taken seriously.

Example:
The concerns of the people should not be belittled and determined action should be taken
against all those who use violence.

Keywords:
[sorgen] [darf] [nehmen] [ernst] [gleichwohl]

Frequency:
Rank 104 of 104

Coocurrence:

4.1.115 Claim 817 priority check

Explanation:
The priority test provides for a preferential treatment of German (or EU) citizens over for-
eigners from third countries. For example, when it comes to jobs on the labour market.

Example:

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.116 Claim 818 protection from right-wing violence

Explanation:
The demand includes measures to protect against right-wing violence. This includes, for
example, police protection of threatened mayors.

Example:
After death threats and a hate demonstration in front of her house, Bundestag deputy Petra
Pau (left) has called for more protection for the privacy of politicians.
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Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.117 Claim 819 privatize prosecution of xenophobia

Explanation:
The claim category advocates the prosecution of xenophobia by private companies (such as
Facebook or Twitter). The difference to Claim 811 lies in the shift of competence from the
public sector to private service providers or companies.

Example:

Keywords:
NA

Frequency:
Rank NA of 104

Coocurrence:
NA

4.1.118 Claim 899 General

Explanation:
The ’General’ sub-category includes claims that are too general for specific sub-claims.

Example:

Keywords:
[sachsen] [tag] [gefordert] [afd] [endlich]

Frequency:
Rank 36 of 104

Coocurrence:
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